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1

Introduction

1.1.1

Peter Brett Associates LLP (PBA) has been commissioned by Dorchester Group to produce a
Residential Travel Plan for the residential area at Heyford Park, Oxfordshire.

1.1.2

Heyford Park is located on the former RAF Upper Heyford site and lies in a rural area of
Oxfordshire situated approximately 20km north of Oxford. The development proposals for the
former RAF site will provide a residential area of 1,075 dwellings, a Free School
accommodating primary, secondary and sixth form pupils, appropriate community,
recreational and employment opportunities. The proposed residential area will consist of the
refurbishment of 315 existing houses along with the introduction of 760 new build housing.

1.1.3

The redevelopment of the Heyford Park site has been on-going for a number of years with
proposals being discussed with Oxfordshire County Council (OCC) and Cherwell District
Council (CDC).

1.1.4

PBA has prepared an overarching Transport Strategy Framework report for both the
residential area and the commercial area, which sets out the key milestones for the
development, including the preparation of a Residential Travel Plan for the residential area
and a Commercial Travel Plan.

1.1.5

The purpose of this Residential Travel Plan is to discharge the planning obligation associated
with the permitted New Settlement residential scheme of 2011 (Planning Application Ref:
10/01642/OUT) and therefore relates to the existing 315 residential dwellings and all future
dwellings on the site (proposed total of 1,075 dwellings, of which the existing 315 form part).
This Residential Travel Plan specifically relates to any residential dwellings within the redshaded area on Figure 2.The planning obligation is stated within the New Settlement Decision
Notice at Condition 54 and specifies the requirement for a Travel Plan including a timetable for
its implementation, and that it should be agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

1.1.6

In addition, once adopted, this Full Residential Travel Plan will be applied to any new
residential dwellings delivered within Dorchester ownership at Heyford Park.

1.2

Background

1.2.1

Due to the significance of the historical military use of the site, the entire former Air Base has
been designated as a Conservation Area in recognition of its Cold War heritage, including a
number of listed buildings and scheduled ancient monuments. In order to preserve the
historical significance and the security of the site, security fencing surrounds the northern part
of the site and there are no Public Rights of Way across this area. The nearest towns to the
site are Bicester, approximately 7km to the south east of the site, Brackley approximately
10km to the north east, and Banbury 15km to the north. Figure 1 shows the location of the
site and wider geographical area.

1.2.2

The former RAF Upper Heyford Airbase, for many years, was used by the United States Air
Force and housed some 12,000 American servicemen and their families. The airbase closed
in 1994, and some of the former military buildings are now used for commercial purposes.
There are also a number of existing residential dwellings on site which are still occupied.

1.2.3

An application was submitted in 2013 for a Free School at a new location – Building 74 which
was previously consented for C1/C2 land use and was granted permission for 120 bed care
home in December 2011.The Free School opened in temporary accommodation in September
2013 with a temporary permission for one year whilst the former officers mess building 74 is
restored. The Free School has its own Travel Plan which also aligns with the principles set out
in the Site’s Transport Strategy Framework.
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1.3

Benefits of Travel Plans

1.3.1

Traffic levels have grown in the last 20 years although this trend has slowed and even
reversed in many areas of the UK in the immediate past (i.e. the last 5 years). The National
Travel Survey (DfT, 2013) found that in 2013 car travel accounted for 64% of all trips made
and 77% of total distance travelled. The same survey found that the average trips per person
per year has fallen by 12% since 2002 and the average distance travelled per year has fallen
by 8% since 2012. 18% of all trips made in 2013 were less than one mile in length.

1.3.2

It is acknowledged that it is often easier to achieve a modal shift from single occupancy car
journeys to sustainable modes of transport when regular journeys are made, as often the main
barrier is unawareness of both realistic and practical alternatives. The stakeholders in any
Travel Plan should include developers, residents and the local community. All site
stakeholders should be considered and can obtain real benefits from the implementation of a
good Travel Plan.

1.3.3

For the inhabitants of the residential area and employees, a Travel Plan can:
Increase travel choices;
Contribute to improved health and reduced stress whilst providing the ability to socialise;
Present opportunities to build healthy exercise into daily life;
Offer travel cost savings through cheaper alternatives and car-sharing;
Reduce parking pressure; and
Provide support for those residents who, out of necessity or choice, do not use a car.

1.3.4

For the local community at Heyford Park a Travel Plan can bring the following general benefits
and should contribute to enhancing the local community through:
Reduced congestion and pollution;
Reduced greenhouse gas emissions that contribute to climate change;
A healthier, more attractive environment in which to live and work;
Support for the use of public transport and the development of safe cycling and walking
routes will enhance opportunities for all; and
Improving road safety on or near the site.

1.4

Type of Travel Plan

1.4.1

The Department for Transport (DfT) Good Practice Guidelines: Delivering Travel Plans
through the Planning Process (2009) sets out which type of Travel Plan is required to support
new development. The guidance states that “full Travel Plans are appropriate for full planning
applications where the proposed use and accessibility needs are known. Wherever possible, a
full Travel Plan should be developed rather than an interim plan.” Therefore, this document
shall be a Full Travel Plan.

1.5

Current Travel Plan Policy Guidance

1.5.1

The current national and local government policies have and will continue to inform the
development of this Travel Plan. Reviewing these policies will ensure that the Travel Plan is
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developed and implemented in accordance with established policy aims and objectives.
Appendix A of this document sets out the full Policy review undertaken for this Travel Plan. In
Summary the following documents have been reviewed:

National Planning Policy
‘National Planning Policy Framework’ (Department for Communities and Local
Government, 2012);
‘National Planning Practice Guidance’ (Department for Communities and Local
Government, 2014); and
‘Circular 02/13: The Strategic Road Network and the Delivery of Sustainable
Development’ (DfT, 2013).

Local Planning Policy
Oxfordshire County Council’s “Residential Travel Plan” guidance document;
Oxfordshire County Council’s “Transport for New Developments – Transport
Assessments and Travel Plans” document.
1.5.2

In addition to the above Policy documents, this Travel Plan will follow Travel Planning Best
Practice guidance set out in the following reports:
Oxfordshire County Council’s Residential Travel Plan Guidance
‘Smarter Choices – Changing the Way We Travel’ (Department for Transport, 2004); and
‘The Essential Guide to Travel Planning’ (Department for Transport, 2007).

1.6

Summary of Policy Review

1.6.1

Following a review of national and local policy it is concluded that this Travel Plan complies
with national and local transport objectives. The measures and strategies outlined within this
Travel Plan document will be targeted towards reducing congestion by reducing the need to
travel and promoting alternative sustainable modes of travel from the outset. This will consist
of both “hard” measures (such as physical infrastructure) and “soft” measures (such as high
quality information provision) which will bring benefits to the whole site as well as the
surrounding area and community.
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2

Existing Transport Conditions

2.1

Existing Walk and Cycle Provision

2.1.1

Historically, there were a number of public rights of way (PRoW) criss-crossing the site, but
some of these were curtailed when the site came into military use, circa 1915. The PRoW are
made up of the following:
A network of bridleways (BW7, BW28, BW29 and BW30) to the south and east of the site
running in a southwest-northeast direction linking Camp Road to Caulcott to the south
and Ardley to the northeast of the site;
A network of footpaths and bridleways to the northern perimeter of the site including BW8
and FP13 linking Fritwell with Somerton; and
A network of footpaths and bridleways to the south and west of the site linking Caulcott in
the south to Heyford and Steeple Aston in the west and Somerton to the north.

2.1.2

The key routes which were curtailed when the site came into military use include:
Portway – a bridleway to the west of the site running in a north – south direction linking to
existing BW 9; and
Aves Ditch – a bridleway to the east of the site running in a north – south direction linking
to existing BW 7.

2.1.3

Camp Road bisects the site in an east–west direction, with the secure historical military site to
the north and the housing (originally for military personnel) and other municipal buildings
associated the historical use of the site (such as the hospital) to the south. Camp Road
provides walk and cycle access from the Main Gate accesses towards Upper Heyford to the
west (the nearest village) and The Heath and Home Wood to the east, providing nearby
leisure opportunities. Camp Road is well lit with a continuous footpath on the southern side of
Camp Road extending from Kirtlington Road in the west to opposite the end of Larson Road in
the east. On the northern side of Camp Road, footway extends from the Main Gate east to the
Larson Road junction. The footway varies in width, generally between 3m and 1m. Walking
and Cycling links are shown on Figure 2.

2.2

Bus Services

2.2.1

The nearest bus stop to the Site is located on a small loop on Camp Road to the west of the
Main Gate access. This stop is served by bus service numbers 25A and 90 which are
operated by Thames Travel and Oxfordshire County Council. These services and frequencies
are set out in Table 2.1 and shown on Figure 2.
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Table 2.1: Local Bus Services and Frequencies
Frequency
Service/
Operator

25 / 25A
Thames
Travel

90
Oxfordshire
County
Council

Route

Oxford –
Kirtlington –
Upper
Heyford –
Bicester

Monday –
Friday Daytime

Saturday
Daytime

Hourly

Hourly

First = 0710

First = 0836

Last = 1937

Last = 1937

(One Night
service at
2353)

(One Night
service at
2353)

Sunday
Daytime

No service

One per day
in either
direction

Upper
Heyford –
Deddington – Departs 0930
Banbury
Arrives 1415

No service

No service

2.2.2

The nearest railway stations are at Lower Heyford (4km from the site) and Bicester (7km).
Timetable and frequency improvements for bus routes already serving the site have been
planned as part of a package of measures to improve the sites accessibility.

2.2.3

These bus services also serve the railway station in the village of Lower Heyford. The station
is served by trains to/from Banbury to Oxford with train frequencies of between 90 – 120
minutes on weekdays and Saturdays. On Sundays there are approximately five journeys
during the day.

2.3

Local Highway Network

2.3.1

The site is located within a network of predominately rural roads, many of which are
unclassified, although Junction 10 on the M40 motorway is located approximately 5km to the
east and the A4260 Banbury to Oxford road runs from north to south some 6km to the west.

2.3.2

The existing site is currently accessed from Camp Road which runs east to west. The former
runway, taxiway and employment buildings associated with the Flying Field lie to the north of
Camp Road. There are six existing accesses in total along Camp Road which provide access
into the site areas to the north and south of Camp Road. The accesses for Residential uses
are described below:
Dacey Drive and Dow Street provides access south into the main residential area;
The Main Gate provides access to the employment buildings and in the future will provide
access to residential areas;
Soden Road provides access to a cul-de-sac containing 10 dwellings; and
Larden Road provides access to a cul-de-sac containing 40 dwellings.
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2.4

Wider Highway Network

2.4.1

Camp Road links Somerton Road in the west and the B430 to the east. Somerton Road
provides connections to the village of Somerton and is subject to a 30mph speed limit through
Upper Heyford which increases to 60mph when leaving the village towards Lower Heyford, to
the south of Upper Heyford, and towards Somerton, to the north of Upper Heyford.

2.4.2

The B430 forms a north-south link between the M40 and the A34 Trunk Road at Weston-onthe-Green. To the north the B430 terminates at Junction 10 of the M40 immediately north of
the village of Ardley to the north. The road is subject to a 60mph speed limit which decreases
to 40mph through the village of Ardley. To the south the B430 terminates at the A34 Trunk
Road. The road is subject to a 60mph speed limit until it reaches the village of Weston-on-theGreen where is decreases to 40mph through the village.

2.4.3

The M40 Junction 10 and the strategic road network is located approximately 5km to the east
and forms part of the strategic route to London to the south east and Birmingham to the north.
The wider highway network is shown in Figure 1.
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3

Consented Vehicular Trip Rates, Residential
Mode Split & Person Trip Generation

3.1.1

As part of Heyford Park’s regeneration, proposals were submitted in 2007 by the then site
owners The North Oxfordshire Consortium and permitted by the Secretary of State in January
2010. Arup were commissioned to prepare a Transportation Assessment (TA) to support the
successful 2007 planning application. The permitted scheme included a mixed use
development which comprised of:
1,075 Residential Dwellings;
15,658 sqm B1 Office land use;
17,996 sqm B2 Office land use;
86,113 sqm B8 Storage land use;
Heritage Centre (4,195 sqm); and
Conference Centre (4,150 sqm).

3.1.2

The 2007 TA also listed a number of other land uses which were presented as non-trip
generating. The following uses were considered to have internalised trips or pass-by trips:
Retail (743 sqm);
Church (680 sqm)
Community Centre;
Bar/Restaurant (340 sqm);
Nursery; and
Primary School.

3.1.3

Subsequent revisions to the consented internal Masterplan layout were submitted when The
Dorchester Group acquired the site. The site gained planning permission in December 2011
for the following:
Refurbishment of the existing 315 dwellings (as part of the 1,075 permitted dwellings);
Provision of 760 new dwellings (together with the refurbished units would form the 1,075
residential units);
240-place primary school;
Change of use of building 74 (the former officers mess) for C1/C2 use (either a 120 bed
hotel or a 120 bed care home); and
Commercial B1/B2/B8 use of existing Airfield buildings predominantly for storage.

3.1.4

The consented scheme TA included vehicular trip rates that were agreed with Oxfordshire
County Council for the traffic generation of the residential development. The agreed residential
trip rates that were used to calculate traffic generated by the total 1075 dwellings are
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presented in Section 9.1 of the Arup 2007 TA. The trip rates used and the resultant vehicle
trips are detailed in Table 3.1 below.

Residential Vehicular Trip Generation
Table 3.1: Arup TA Residential Trip Rates and Resultant Trips
Trip Rates (per dwelling)

Number of Trips

Peak Hour
Arrivals

Departures

Total

Arrivals

Departures

Total

AM

0.17

0.63

0.80

183

677

860

PM

0.51

0.29

0.80

548

312

860

3.1.5

As shown in Table 3.1 above the residential development is predicted to generate 860 twoway vehicular trips in the AM and PM peaks and hence this was the level of traffic generation
which was consented related to the residential element of the redevelopment of the site.

3.2

Modal Split and Person Trips

3.2.1

In order to establish a modal split taking into account the approved vehicular trip rates
calculated using TRICS trip rates, it is necessary to refer to TRICS and obtain multi-modal trip
rates.

3.2.2

The Arup TA does not specify which sites were used to generate trip rates and may not have
been ‘multi-modal’ counts so PBA consulted the TRICS User Guide prepared by JMP to
understand the most appropriate location category to use to provide traffic patterns similar to
those at Heyford Park. TRICS does not offer a “rural” category; however Figure 4.1 of the
TRICS User Guide confirms that Heyford Park would be defined as a “Neighbourhood Centre”
category, and that “Suburban Area and “Edge of Town” are compatible categories. “Mixed
Private/Non-Private Residential” was selected as the overall use.

3.2.3

Each individual site returned by TRICS was reviewed to assess its appropriateness as a
comparison to Heyford Park. The selection was reduced to 3 rural locations classified as
“Neighbourhood Centres”. The full TRICs outputs including details of the 3 sites selected, are
included at Appendix B. The resulting multi-modal trip rates are set out in Table 3.2 below:

3.2.4

PM 2-Way
Trip Rate

Vehicles
Vehicle Occupants
Pedestrians
Cyclists
Public Transport Users
OGVs
PSVs
Total People

AM 2-Way
Trip Rate

Table 3.2: TRICS Multi-Modal Trip Rates For Rural Neighbourhood Centre

0.553
0.796
0.128
0.016
0.022
0.002
0.000
0.964

0.564
0.703
0.086
0.024
0.006
0.002
0.000
0.821

The vehicle trip rates shown in Table 3.2 represent 57.37% of the Total People trip rates in
the AM and 68.70% of the Total People trips in the PM. Using the permitted vehicular traffic
shown in Table 3.1, the total People Trips for Heyford Park specifically can now be calculated
as shown in Table 3.3:
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57.37%¹

860²

Total People

0.964¹

100%¹

1499³

0.564

¹
0.821

¹

Heyford
Park
2-Way Trips

Heyford
Park
2-Way Trips

0.553¹

PM %

AM %

Vehicles

AM 2-Way
Trip Rate

AM 2-Way
Trip Rate

Table 3.3: Total Person Trips for Heyford Park

68.70
%¹

860²

100%¹

1252³

¹ Identified from TRICS Multi-Modal Exercise in Table 3.2;
² Permitted Vehicular Traffic from Arup TA, as shown in Table 3.1;
³ Total Person Trips can then be calculated

3.2.5

The Vehicles/Vehicle Occupants can also be expressed as Single Car Occupant Drivers and
Car Sharers:
The “Vehicle” trip rate represents all drivers, some of whom will be car-sharing;
The “Vehicle Occupant” trip rate minus “Vehicles” trip rate provides a vehicle passenger
trip rate (as this excludes 1 driver per car);
Single car occupants are calculated as the difference between drivers (the “vehicle” trip
rate) and passengers (as calculated above); and
Car sharers are calculated as passengers (as calculated above) multiplied by 2
(assuming a worst case scenario vehicle occupancy of 2).

3.2.6

The modal split proportions can then be calculated as shown in Table 3.4:

3.2.7

PM 2-Way
Trip Rates

PM Modal
Split

Single Car Occupants
Car Sharers
Pedestrians
Cyclists
Public Transport Users
Other
Total People

AM Modal
Split

Mode

AM 2-Way
Trip Rates

Table 3.4: Modal Split Based on TRICS Multi-Modal Trip Rates For Rural Neighbourhood Centre

0.310
0.486
0.128
0.016
0.022
0.002
0.964

32.16%
50.41%
13.28%
1.66%
2.28%
0.21%
100%

0.425
0.278
0.086
0.024
0.006
0.002
0.819

51.89%
33.94%
10.50%
2.93%
0.73%
0.24%
100%

The Heyford Park-specific Total People trips can now be used to calculate the actual person
trips by mode using the modal split set out in Table 3.4.
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3.3

Single Car Occupants
Car Sharers
Pedestrians
Cyclists
Public Transport Users
Other
Total People

32.16%
50.41%
13.28%
1.66%
2.28%
0.21%
100%

482
756
199
25
34
3
1499

51.89%
33.94%
10.50%
2.93%
0.73%
0.24%
100%

Heyford
Park AM
Person
Trips*

Heyford
Park AM
Person
PM Modal
Split

Mode

AM Modal
Split

Table 3.5: Heyford Park Person Trips

648
424
131
37
9
3
1252

* Numbers have been rounded

3.3.1

The modal split and actual person trips calculated in this section will help inform the target
modal shift and measures that will be implemented to achieve this shift.
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4

Objectives and Indicators

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

The DfT’s Good Practice Guidelines states that “it is important that all parties are clear from
the outset as to the objectives being sought through the Travel Plan. These requirements will
drive the form and content of the Travel Plan, including the targets chosen”.

4.2

Objectives

4.2.1

The objectives of this Travel Plan are to reduce the overall number of car journeys by
residents, employees and visitors, and to promote sustainable travel by:
Improving and enhancing the public transport accessibility of the site as part of the
successful development at Heyford Park;
Minimising single occupancy private car use arising from the development;
Maximising the use of non-car modes from the development;
Minimising carbon emissions from transport arising from the development;
Providing accessibility for mobility impaired people;
Providing a safe and secure transport system; and
Promoting healthy lifestyles and sustainable, vibrant local communities by extending the
benefits of the Travel Plan through the local area where possible.

4.3

Indicators

4.3.1

The Good Practice Guidelines highlights the importance of distinguishing between outcome
targets and indicators. The targets within a Travel Plan focus on reducing the number of single
occupancy car driver trips, the indicators are used to monitor how the site is being accessed
and how effectively different modes are meeting travel needs.

4.3.2

A number of indicators will be measured as part of the monitoring of the Travel Plan. The
responsibility for measuring these indicators will lie with the Travel Plan Co-ordinator and will
include the following:
If the number of residents seen walking around the site has been increasing;
If the number of residents seen cycling around the site has been increasing;
If the number of people waiting at bus stops / train stations has been seen to be
increasing;
If the number of residents signing up to the Car Sharing database is increasing;
If the number of bicycles in cycle racks is seen to be increasing; and
If the numbers of visitors to the proposed Travel Information Centre is seen to be
increasing (see Section 5.1.4 for more information on this).
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5

Travel Plan Measures

5.1.1

OCC’s ‘Transport for New Developments – Transport Assessments and Travel Plans’
guidance states that “measures must be appropriate for the development in question and form
a package of actions with credible potential to achieve the stated objectives and targets in the
Travel Plan. They must consist of a mixture of short, medium and long term actions (pre- and
post-construction) and include positive incentives to encourage the use of alternatives to the
car as well as some demand restraint”.

5.1.2

The proposed measures for the development are identified below.

Travel Information Packs
5.1.3

Travel Information Packs will be provided for residents (one per household) and will include
the following information:
Contact details for the Travel Plan Co-ordinator;
Details of the Travel Plan measures, its objectives and targets;
Walking and cycling maps showing safe routes to local facilities;
Details of WalkBUDI and BikeBUDI matching services;
Information on Adult Cycle Training sessions, including how to book a session and costs;
Information on Car Sharing, including details of an Resident’s Car Sharing Database;
Site-specific public transport information with a map showing routes, bus stop locations
and timetable information;
Details of national car free days and other relevant local / national travel planning
initiatives will be advertised to all residents / employees on site;
Information on bike repair services (i.e. Dr. Bike) and scheduled visits;
Information and advice on buying a bicycle, including local stockists;
Information on cost savings associated with switching to sustainable modes of travel;
Information on health and well-being benefits associated with switching to sustainable
modes of travel; and
A sustainable travel page will be added to the Heyford Park website and advertised within
the Travel Information Pack.

Travel Information Centre
5.1.4

A Travel Information Centre will be located in the Local Centre and this will provide a base for
the Travel Plan Co-ordinator. In the early phases, the Travel Information Centre and Travel
Plan Co-ordinator will be located in Building 52. The Centre will be stocked with sources of
sustainable travel information and real time information for bus services will be provided in a
visible location.
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Pedestrian, Cycle & Bridleway Provision
On Site Provision
5.1.5

At present, 21% of trips are currently ‘internal’ (live and work on site) (Camargue Residential
Survey, May 2007), but the Census mode split set out in Section 2 indicates that very few of
these internal trips are made by walking or cycling. It is recognised that the size of the site
may impact on the level of internal trips undertaken by walking and cycling. As such,
increasing the level of internal trips, and ensuring a higher proportion of internal trips are
undertaken by walking and cycling, will play a significant role in the sustainable transport
strategy for the site.

5.1.6

The vision for the site is to increase the already high proportion of people who live and work
on site and this may be achieved in part by focusing on provision for local and home working
as well as providing good quality footway and cycle links within the site to further encourage
increased uptake of these modes.

5.1.7

Pedestrian and cycle routes adjacent to Camp Road towards Upper Heyford in the west and
towards Ave’s Ditch in the east will be enhanced as part of the new settlement proposals and
also provide benefit for the users of the Commercial area.

5.1.8

Cycle parking will be provided throughout the development. All cycle parking will be secured,
convenient and visible and the minimum level of cycle parking provision will be in line with
OCC standards as relevant at the time of reserved matters planning applications. Current
minimum standards (as set out in OCC ‘Parking Standards Transport Assessment’s and
Travel Plans Supplementary Planning Document’, 2007). See Section 5.1.31 for details.

5.1.9

Demand for publicly accessible cycle parking will be monitored as part of the monitoring and
surveying through the life cycle of the travel plan.The provision of a bike-hire, or bike-pool,
scheme will be considered to encourage those that live and work within the site to potentially
borrow a bike and cycle to their work place, then return the bike to the pool at the end of the
day, where the resident can then continue on to their homes by foot. The cycle-hire scheme
will be mainly geared toward commuters arriving by public transport, but it will also be
available to residents living and working on site if they do not own their own bike. This scheme
will ultimately help enhance cycling as a means for moving about the Flying Field.

5.1.10 A Bicycle User Group and a cycle repair scheme will be established by the Travel Plan Coordinator.
5.1.11 Developing a Bicycle User Group (BUG) can have many benefits and will be made up of
residents and employees who are already cycling and also encourage the uptake of more
cyclists. The group can also allow cyclists to find a bike buddy; a proficient cyclist who can
help someone who wants to cycle but perhaps lacks confidence, or just a few people who are
willing to cycle together as a group. It also allows like-minded individuals to meet up socially
and discuss cycling issues that they feel should be addressed and can help raise awareness
of the need for better facilities for cyclists.
5.1.12 In addition to the Bicycle User Group, a bike repair scheme, such as “Dr. Bike” sessions, will
be arranged on a 6-monthly / annual basis by the Travel Plan Co-ordinator. These public Dr.
Bike sessions (or equivalent) will set up in the local centre and will allow residents to have
their bikes maintained / serviced. Residents will need to book themselves in for a session.
5.1.13 Adult Cycle Training sessions will be offered to any residents that show an interest. Initial
information on this will be included within the Travel Information Packs. The Travel Plan Coordinator will be responsible for organising these sessions. Conversations with the Road
Safety Team Leader at OCC has confirmed that the County do offer adult cycle training
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sessions at a cost of £45 per adult for a 3-hour session; a minimum of 3 adults are required
per session.
Off Site Provision
5.1.14 The proposed development of the site provides the opportunity to improve some of the off-site
walking and cycling facilities in the local area. However, such provision should reflect its use
for leisure-oriented trips and access to local facilities. These proposals form part of the
residential element of the site and will also provide benefit for users of the commercial area.
5.1.15 As such, as part of the development proposals it is intended to reinstate the severed footway
links of Portway and Ave’s Ditch.
5.1.16 In order to reinstate the Portway, the fence line at the western nib of the runway will be
realigned, so that the Portway route lies outside of the perimeter boundary in its entirety. The
route can then be restored along its original alignment thereby reconnecting and extending
BW9 to FP4 and Camp Road. This enhancement will also be extended further to include a
connection to the south to Camp Road to connect with the existing FP4.
5.1.17 It is also proposed to reinstate Ave’s Ditch. Whilst the original application sought to reinstate
this on its assumed original alignment, albeit with a slight diversion around the southern bomb
stores, site security would still need to be retained, which could necessitate a double fence
containing the part of the route as it crosses the flying field and the runway. An alternative
alignment has therefore been proposed, in order to maintain and preserve the historical and
ecological features on the cold war runway on the flying field and retain the existing perimeter
fence around the entire flying field. It is proposed to achieve this by diverting the route around
the alignment of the perimeter road at the eastern nib. This alternative proposal has the dual
benefit of reinstating the historical north–south connection towards BW7, whilst at the same
time retaining the ‘cold war security fencing’ to protect the base and its heritage status from
mis-use.
5.1.18 This proposed realignment of Ave’s Ditch facilitates the opportunity for further enhancement of
surrounding routes. For example, a style and/or gate is proposed at the northeast of the site
from the potential realigned Ave’s Ditch to provide a bridleway connection to the existing
PRoW towards Ardley. In addition, an extension of the existing BW29 is proposed to the south
east of the Aves Ditch re-alignment. The proposed realignment of Ave’s Ditch will, however,
mean that access to the Southern Bomb Stores will need to be altered.
5.1.19 As part of the application a roundabout is proposed at the junction with Chilgrove drive and
Camp Road. This would serve to change the traffic pattern and assign priority, it would slow
traffic and provide better visibility all of which would provide improved crossing facilities for
walkers, cyclists and equestrians.
5.1.20 Given that traffic generation from the proposed residential development would travel along
Camp Road, in addition to the improvements towards Upper Heyford and the Chilgrove
junction, it is also proposed to deliver pedestrian improvements to the east of the site on
Camp Road towards the B430, which provides continuity along Camp Road in its entirety as
well as providing a connecting link for the existing BW29. This would be delivered through a
S106 contribution rather than direct works by the developer.
5.1.21 A contribution to funding the ‘Upper Heyford Trail’ which will be a circular route around the
flying field utilising improved existing off-site public footpaths providing east-west links with the
circular route being complete in the north-south direction with the Portway and Ave’s Ditch
routes reinstated.
5.1.22 Likewise, a link from the southern residential area south of Camp Road connecting to the
existing FP4 is proposed.
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5.1.23 A contribution towards the proposals set out above will be provided where appropriate to
OCC. These proposals provide a significantly improved, joined up network in the local area.
A contribution will also be made towards the legal costs of delivering these off site routes.

Bus Provision
5.1.24 The existing bus service that operates along Camp Road will increase in frequency from
hourly to half-hourly.
5.1.25 Bus stops will be provided to ensure that a minimum of 90% of the residential area will be able
to access a bus stop within an actual walking distance of 400m. The locations will be agreed
between the Developer and OCC at the detailed design stage. All new bus passenger
infrastructure, including vehicles and stops will be DDA/Equality Act compliant. The bus stops
will provide shelter, seating and timetable information, and will be designed to the relevant
guidance available at the time. A contribution towards installation of Real Time Passenger
Information will be provided for the new bus services and main bus stops on site, which will be
installed as soon as practicable.
5.1.26 Information will be provided to residents and visitors regarding the public transport options
available to them by providing easy to understand bus timetables and maps. Information will
be made available through the Travel Information Packs which will be disseminated to all
residents and employees. The information will be very much site-specific to the development
and will focus on providing information on the local bus routes and timetables as well as local
walking and cycling routes throughout the development and to the surrounding areas.
5.1.27 OCC also promotes Oxontime, a real time passenger information website which predicts when
a bus to due to arrive/ depart at a stop. This will also be promoted within the Travel
Information Pack.

Car Sharing and Residents’ Car-Sharing Database
5.1.28 The Travel Plan Co-ordinator will be responsible for setting up and maintaining a Car Sharing
Database for all residents to use. Residents will be encouraged to register their home and
place-of-work postcodes, as well as the times/frequencies they are willing to offer a lift to other
residents on the site, or are looking for a lift. Details of this Car Sharing Database will be made
known to residents through the Travel Information Packs. It may be beneficial to include a few
statistics about car sharing and how much money could be saved by car sharing which would
act as a motivator.

Internet
5.1.29 Opportunities will be available to work on site in serviced office accommodation, fitted out with
appropriate Information Communication Technology connections to potentially reduce travel
distances to work. The innovation centre will also provide the opportunity for small businesses
to grow locally and maintain their local labour force as they grow.
5.1.30 Hi-speed broadband will also be provided in the area to all new homes to allow the opportunity
for residents to work from home, and to reduce the need to travel for such things as groceries
and other shopping.

Cycle Parking Provision
5.1.31 Residential cycle parking for the development will be provided in line with OCC standards as
relevant at the time of reserved matters planning application. Current minimum cycle parking
levels for OCC (July 2014) have been obtained through liaisons with OCC and are set out
below.
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Table 5.1 : Residential Cycle Parking Standards
Number of
bedrooms per
dwelling

Maximum
number of
spaces

1

1

2+

2

Visitors

1 stand (2
spaces) per 2
units were
there are more
than 4 units

5.1.32 OCC’s Cycle Parking standards also states that residential visitor cycle parking should be
provided as communal parking at convenient and appropriate locations throughout the
development, and that garages should be designed to allow space for car plus storage of
cycles in line with the District Council's design guides where appropriate.

Car Parking Provision
5.1.33 Car parking for the development will be provided in line with OCC standards as relevant at the
time of reserved matters planning application. Current maximum parking levels for OCC (July
2014) have been obtained through liaisons with OCC and are set out below.
Table 5.2: Residential Car Parking Standards
Number of
bedrooms per
dwelling

Maximum
number of
spaces

1

1

2/3

2

4+

2+ spaces on
merit

5.1.34 Parking for mobility impaired people will be provided in the most accessible locations and will
meet OCC’s standards.
5.1.35 The Heyford park Estate Management Company (or other management company with
responsibility for the management of open space) will be responsible for providing resources
for managing parking on site within any common, non-adopted highways on site, to ensure
that parking is retained within designated areas.

5.2

Action Plan – Measures, Timescale and Associated Costs

5.2.1

Table 5.3 below summarises the proposed measures and sets out the associated timescales
and costs.
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Table 5.3 : Measures Action Plan

Measure

Timescale

Cost Notes

Cost for this
Residential
Travel Plan

Total Cost
Associated
with Site-Wide
Travel
Plan/Smarter
Choices
Measures

1

Site Wide Travel
Plan Co-ordinator

Appoint within 3
months of approval of
the Travel Plan,
employed for a
duration of 10 years
(unless targets are
not met in which case
this may be
extended)

Based on c£35k pro-rata
salary. Assumes 0.5 day
per week position for 10
Years. Equates to
£194.44 for one day of
work / £97.22 per 0.5
day.

£35,000.00

£70,000.00

2

Travel Information
Centre with
sources of
sustainable travel
information and
real time
information for bus
services

Within 12 months of
the grant of planning
permission.

Part of Construction
Costs

-

-

£33,478.70

£40,978.70

Reference
Number

3

Provide Travel
Information Packs

Upon occupation

Assume £25 per
household with print-run
of 1100, 14 days of
Graduate time (£427.05
per day) to compile
contents. 1075 dwellings

4

Set up, maintain
and advertise
Resident's Car
Sharing Database

Upon occupation, ongoing

As part of item 1

-

-

5

Promote costsaving, health and
well-being benefits
of sustainable
travel

Upon occupation, ongoing

As part of item 1

-

-

6

Promotion of
National and
Regional Walking,
Cycling and other
Car-Free Initiatives

Upon occupation, ongoing

As part of item 1

-

-

7

Set Up Bicycle
User Group

Pre-occupation and
on-going long term

As part of item 1

-

-

Pre-occupation and
on-going long term

Using "Oxford Cycle
Support Ltd" as a guide
for mobile repairs and
servicing. 20 bikes or
more £20.00 per bike
plus parts. Assume 20%
uptake and 2 adults per
household, 430 bikes.

£8,600.00

£11,400.00

£1,935.00

£8,235.00

8

Cycle repair
scheme

9

Advertise adult
cycle training and
provide where
required

Upon occupation, ongoing

As required, post
occupation. £45 per
adult, 3 adults required
per 3-hour session.
Assume 20% take-up, 2
adults per household =
43 adults

10

Provision of bike
pool

Prior to occupation of
the 416th dwelling or
first new build
dwelling, whichever
is sooner

Funded as part of the
Commercial Travel Plan
costs.

-

£10,030.00

11

Provide secure,
covered,

Pre-occupation

Part of Construction
Costs

-

-
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Reference
Number

Measure

Timescale

Cost Notes

Cost for this
Residential
Travel Plan

Total Cost
Associated
with Site-Wide
Travel
Plan/Smarter
Choices
Measures

Reserved matters
applications

Assume 3 x 5 sets of
sheffield stands - 1
covered unit of 5 stands
(10 spaces) is £260.00

£780.00

£1,560.00

On occupation of the
th
416 dwelling

Payment schedule
already agreed as part of
S106 Agreement
On-site works will be
subject to condition to
ensure developer
provides links

-

£28,000.00

-

-

convenient and
visible resident
cycle parking

12

Provide secure,
covered,
convenient and
visible visitor cycle
parking

13

Reinstate the
severed links of
Portway and Ave’s
Ditch

14

Portway south
extension to Camp
Road

On occupation of the
416th dwelling

Payment schedule
already agreed as part of
S106 Agreement.
On-site works will be
subject to condition to
ensure developer
provides links

15

Improvements
towards Upper
Heyford village

On occupation of the
416th dwelling

Payment schedule
already agreed as part of
S106 Agreement

-

£49,000.00

16

Link from the
southern
residential area
south of Camp
Road

On occupation of the
416th dwelling

Payment schedule
already agreed as part of
S106 Agreement

-

£6,000.00

17

Aves Ditch and
Ardley Bridleway
links

On occupation of the
416th dwelling

Payment schedule
already agreed as part of
S106 Agreement

-

£12,000.00

18

Pedestrian
improvements to
the East of the site
on Camp Road
towards the B430

On occupation of the
416th dwelling

Payment schedule
already agreed as part of
S106 Agreement

-

£12,000.00

19

Provide access to
internet based real
time travel
information and
Site Web Page

Pre-occupation and
on-going long term

Assume £5k for websit e
rd
set up (using 3 party
web-design company).
Travel Plan Co-ordinator
to run. Assume around
£150 a year fee to web
design company to
maintain – assume 10
year period - £1500.00

£6,500.00

£6,500.00

20

Provide car parking
provision in line
with OCC’s
Standards

During construction

Part of Construction
Costs

-

-

21

Provide high speed
internet
connections

Upon occupation of
new-build dwellings

Part of Construction
Costs

-

-

22

Provide hub/office
accommodation for
residents to
accommodate
remote working

Prior to occupation of
the 416th dwelling or
first new build
dwelling, whichever
is sooner

Part of Construction
Costs

-

-

23

Provide new bus
passenger
infrastructure
including vehicles

Bus Services £705,000 prior to
commencement of
construction.

Already paid

-

-
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Reference
Number

Measure

Cost Notes

Cost for this
Residential
Travel Plan

Total Cost
Associated
with Site-Wide
Travel
Plan/Smarter
Choices
Measures

Cost included elsewhere

-

-

Part of Travel Plan
Co-ordinator role.

-

-

Prior to occupation of
the 416th dwelling or
first new build
dwelling, whichever
is sooner

To facilitate the job of the
Travel Plan Co-ordinator,
to cover costs of printing
and advertising etc.
Assume £1000 per year
for 10 year period.

£10,000.00

£20,000.00

To be determined, if
and when required.
Cost will be £35 per
dwelling – 35 x 1075
dwellings =
£37,625.00

-

Timescale

and stops which
£395,000 between
will be DDA
occupation of 423rd
compliant and Real
dwelling and 765th
Time Information,
dwelling – payments
and enhanced
calculated dependent
services
on build out rate.
Bus stops, DDA
compliant and Real
Time Information £20,000. Camp Road
– prior to occupation
of the 316th dwelling
or first new build
dwelling, whichever
is sooner.

24

Highway
improvements at
Chilgrove Drive –
unsignalised
roundabout to
change the traffic
priority, slow traffic
and provide better
visibility

To be provided on
the 615th dwelling.

Baseline Survey
within 3 months of
approval of the
Travel Plan.

25

Monitoring

First annual
monitoring report
within six months of
completion of the
Baseline Survey.
Full reviews in years
4, 7 and 10.

26

Marketing

27

Personalised
Travel Planning

Mitigation

Required if Target mode
share is not met on 3
consecutive working
weekdays.

28

Provision of the
Upper Heyford trail

At the occupation of
th
the 400 dwelling

Payment schedule
already agreed as part of
S106 Agreement

-

£25,000.00

29

Admin & legal
costs of delivering
off-site walking &
cycling routes

Within 6 months of
grant of planning
permission

Payment schedule
already agreed as part of
S106 Agreement

-

£50,000.00

Total Costs

£96,293.00

£280,703.70

Total Costs if PTP is required

£133,918.00

£318,328.70
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6

Targets

6.1

Targets

6.1.1

Setting targets is an essential part of a Travel Plan. The target modal shift away from singlecar occupancy trips is determined through the measures detailed in Section 5, by establishing
what modal shift each measure is likely to achieve. The resulting target mode share provides
a benchmark against which monitoring will take place to assess whether or not the Travel Plan
has been successful and where, if necessary, improvements / amendments could be made.

6.1.2

The measures listed in Section 5, along with the Action Plan, have been used to create a
table which includes estimates about the number of people above the baseline that would
change mode away from single-car occupancy trips as a result of each measure. The
following were considered when making these estimates about modal shift:
The size of the airfield site;
The demographic of the residents;
The rural surroundings;
The accessibility of the site by modes other than the car, and the proposed measures that
will be implemented to improve this;
The fact that residential travel plan targets are harder to enforce than commercial travel
plan targets and thus there is less control over residents’ choices;

6.1.3

The exercise to establish modal shift as a result of the measures set out in Section 5 is
included at Appendix C. The shift in person trips calculated in this exercise equates to the
Target Modal Split and compares existing census data (as the base modal split) with targets.
The results of this exercise are summarised in Table 6.1:

6.1.4

Target
Modal
Split

Target PM
Actual
Person
Trips

Car – Single Occupancy
Car Sharing
Walk
Cycle
Public Transport
Other
Reducing the need to travel
Total

Base PM
Actual
Person
Trips

Mode

Base
Modal
Split

Table 6.1 : Base and Target Modal Split / PM Person Trips

51.89%
33.94%
10.50%
2.93%
0.73%
0.24%
100%

648
424
131
37
9
3
1252

46.88%
36.34%
11.58%
3.51%
0.96%
0.24%
0.48%
100%

587
455
145
44
12
3
6
1252

Clearly, demographics of new residents may differ from existing residents whose modal splits
have been extracted from the census data. As such, once initial surveys have been
undertaken after 50% occupation, the baseline mode split will be revised to match the
observed/actual mode split. The target mode split will then been revised accordingly.
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7

Management, Funding and Co-ordination

7.1

Introduction

7.1.1

A Travel Plan must be seen as a ‘living document’ that should be updated and amended to
ensure the most up to date information is included. It is therefore essential that the on-going
management arrangements are agreed in advance, and the commitment to the plan by all the
relevant parties is set out in the planning obligation.

7.1.2

Furthermore, OCC’s ‘Transport for New Developments – Transport Assessments and Travel
Plans’ guidance states that the Travel Plan Co-ordinator is responsible for driving every
aspect of the Travel Plan forward. It further states that “this includes implementing measures
and initiatives, marketing activities, maintaining enthusiasm for the plan, monitoring and
evaluating performance, assessing whether targets have been met and regularly updating the
Travel Plan to reflect any changes. They are also responsible for liaising with external parties
such as public transport operators and OCC”.

7.1.3

This section of the Travel Plan details how the Travel Plan will be managed and marketed to
ensure that those involved are given the benefits of sustainable transport.

7.2

Travel Plan Co-ordinator Role

7.2.1

The Good Practice Guidelines states that for large-scale developments the Travel Plan Coordinator has a critical role in ensuring that the Travel Plan is implemented, managed,
monitored and reviewed over time. Therefore, in order to ensure the success of the efforts
towards encouraging sustainable transport use, a Site Travel Plan Co-ordinator will be
appointed and funded by the developer (through the Heyford Park Estate Management
Company) for the duration of the Travel Plan which will be 10 years, unless the targets are not
met in which case this period may be extended for 3 years, or less if targets are met.

7.2.2

The Travel Plan Co-ordinator will be located in the Travel Information Centre on a part-time
basis (one day a week working on residential and commercial Travel Plan issues) for the life
span of the Travel Plan and will provide support and travel information on request. The Travel
Plan Co-ordinator for Heyford Park will be Karen Brock, who is currently based in building 52
north of Camp Road. Her contact details will be submitted to OCC.

7.2.3

With the above in mind, the Travel Plan Co-ordinator’s responsibilities will include the
following:
Preparation of the transport information for the Travel Information Packs;
Ensuring all sustainable transport infrastructure is in place and operational;
Ensuring all measures and initiatives within the travel plan are implemented;
Setting up and promoting Bicycle User Group;
Setting up bicycle repair and servicing sessions as required;
Promoting and helping to organise adult cycle training as required;
Setting up and maintaining a resident’s car sharing database and promoting it;
Represent the ‘human face’ of the Travel Plan, explaining the purpose and the
opportunities on offer;
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Manage the Travel Plan budget;
Marketing and promotion;
Liaison with key stakeholders such as public transport operators and OCC;
Review and monitor travel plan delivery against targets, via surveys and traffic counts;
Implement a mitigation strategy if necessary; and
Updating the travel plan where required and submit regular feedback to OCC.

7.3

Funding

7.3.1

The measures outlined within this Travel Plan will be funded and implemented by the
developer. The developer will therefore fund the following:
On-site highway improvements, including walking and cycling facilities, funded and
implemented by the Developer;
Off-site highway works including walking and cycling facilities, contributed to by the
Developer and implemented by the Local Highway Authority as per the S106 agreement;
On-site bus stop infrastructure funded and implemented by the developer for stops within
the site boundaries;
Off-site bus stop infrastructure, contributed to by the developer and implimented by the
Local Highway Authority as per the S106 agreement.
Enhanced bus service provision, provided by OCC and contribution made by the
Developer; and
Travel Plan measures, including Travel Information Packs, Bicycle User Groups and ICT
connections, will be approved by the local Highway Authority and funded by the
Developer.
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8

Monitoring and Review

8.1

Introduction

8.1.1

It is stated within the DfT ‘Good Practice Guidelines’ that Travel Plans are living documents
that need to be updated regularly and implementing a Travel Plan involves “a continuous
process for improving, monitoring, reviewing and adjusting the measures in the plan to reflect
changing circumstances.” Monitoring the Travel Plan is essential in gauging the success of the
measures adopted at meeting the targets set.

8.2

Monitoring and Reporting

8.2.1

All Travel Plans should contain a commitment to conduct a new baseline survey and review
the Travel Plan in light of the survey results within three months of first new-build occupation
and then at least every two years (Years 1, 3 and 5 or for longer if requested), using survey
templates provided by the OCC Travel Choices Team. Given the scale of development and
likely build-out times, it is proposed to monitor the site for a period of 10 years.

8.2.2

The Monitoring Report will assess the level of trip generation against targets set out in this
Travel Plan. This data will be gathered via individual residential surveys (per household) and
fully-classified multi-modal traffic surveys at access points to pockets of residential
development as they come forward. It is expected that the different residential areas would
offer different traffic profiles depending on the demographics of people living there – therefore
a selection of traffic surveys across several residential areas will be used to determine an
average vehicular trip rate and modal split. In the event that additional development within the
site is granted planning permission in future, absolute allowable traffic generation levels would
be increased accordingly and addressed in site-specific travel plans. The date and timings of
the fully classified, multi modal surveys will be agreed between the Travel Plan Co-ordinator
and OCC.

8.2.3

The first Monitoring Report will be prepared by the Travel Plan Co-ordinator and submitted to
OCC, and this will continue for the duration of the monitoring regime. The monitoring reports
are likely to include the following:
Introduction and Background. This will provide information on the site to which the
report relates and provide details on the site’s residents;
Results of the Surveys. This will detail the results of the household and fully classified
multi-modal surveys that have been undertaken and target levels, including identification
of abnormal results;
Initiatives Undertaken. This will provide details on the measures and initiatives
undertaken over the year;
Problems and Issues. This will highlight any problems encountered in implementing the
Travel Plan and clarify any issues which remain unresolved and / or require additional
attention;
Specific Measures from the Travel Plan. This section will detail how all the Travel Plan
measures have been implemented;
Travel Plan Amendments. This section will propose changes to the Travel Plan where
appropriate and provide justification for these changes, for agreement with OCC; and
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Next Steps. This will summarise the findings of the surveys and set out an
implementation plan for the next monitoring period.
8.2.4

The Travel Plan Co-ordinator will also be responsible for preparing a summary of the
Monitoring Report, including any changes being made to the Travel Plan.

8.3

Remedial Measures

8.3.1

Through the proposed monitoring strategy, the Travel Plan Coordinator will be able to identify
whether the Travel Plan modal split targets have been met. Should the traffic generation target
be exceeded then remedial measures are proposed.

8.3.2

To allow for one-off external influences to travel behaviour, which may for some reason cause
more people to drive than normal (e.g. bus services not running, road accidents, road closures
etc.) the household survey results and multi-modal count data will be analysed and any
abnormal results / causes identified by the Travel Plan Coordinator and agreed with OCC.

8.3.3

It is suggested that the remedial measures are triggered if the target car driver trips are
exceed on 3 consecutive working days (excluding agreed ‘abnormal’ days).

8.3.4

In the event that the modal split targets within the Travel Plan are not met after a three year
period of the Travel Plan (including the above monitoring) the developer, through the SiteWide Travel Plan Co-ordinator, will provide Personalised Travel Planning (PTP) for the site.
The PTP will be undertaken by the Travel Plan Co-ordinator who will arrange to visit each
household and business to provide one-to-one travel planning advice. It is anticipated that the
cost of the PTP will be £35 - £70 per dwelling.
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Appendix A

Policy Review

National Planning and Transport Policy
National Planning Policy Framework
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, Department for Communities and Local
Government, 2012) sets out the Government’s economic, environmental and social planning
policies for England. Taken together, these policies articulate the Government’s vision of
sustainable development, which should be interpreted and applied locally to meet local
aspirations.
The NPPF sets out the Government’s commitment to ensuring that the planning system does
everything it can to support sustainable economic growth. A positive planning system is
essential because, without growth, a sustainable future cannot be achieved. Planning must
operate to encourage growth and not act as an impediment. Therefore, significant weight
should be placed on the need to support economic growth through the planning system.
The NPPF sets out 12 Core Planning Principles at paragraph 17. With regards to the
principles that Authorities should consider in reviewing Travel Plans (rather than those which
specifically relate to plan making), these state that planning should:
4. “Always seek to secure high quality design and a good standard of amenity for all
existing and future occupants of land and buildings
6. “Support the transition to a low carbon future in a changing climate…”
7. “Contribute to conserving and enhancing the natural environment…”
11. “Actively manage patterns of growth to make the fullest possible use of public
transport, walking and cycling, and focus significant development in locations which are
or can be made sustainable”.
12. “Take account of and support local strategies to improve health, social and cultural
wellbeing for all, and deliver sufficient community and cultural facilities and services to
meet local needs.
The NPPF recognises the importance transport policies have in facilitating development but
also in contributing to wider sustainability and health objectives. The Framework identifies at
paragraph 32, that all developments that generate significant amounts of movement should be
supported by a Transport Statement or Transport Assessment. Plans and decisions should
take account of whether:
“The opportunities for sustainable transport modes have been taken up depending on the
nature and location of the site, to reduce the need for major transport infrastructure;
Safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all people; and
Improvements can be undertaken within the transport network that cost effectively limit
the significant impacts of the development. Development should only be prevented or
refused on transport grounds where the residual cumulative impacts of development are
severe”.
NPPF paragraphs 34 to 36, identifies that Local Authority plans and decisions should ensure
developments that generate significant movements are located where the need to travel will
be minimised and the use of sustainable transport modes can be maximised. Plans should
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protect and exploit opportunities for the use of sustainable transport modes for the movement
of goods and people. Therefore, developments should be located and designed where
practical to:
Accommodate the efficient delivery of goods and supplies;
Give priority to pedestrian and cycle movements, and have access to high quality public
transport facilities;
Create safe and secure layouts which minimise the conflicts between traffic and cyclists
or pedestrians, avoiding street clutter and where appropriate establishing home zones;
Incorporate facilities for charging plug-in and other ultra-low emission vehicles; and
Consider the needs of people with disabilities by all modes of transport.
NPPF recognises that a key tool to facilitate this will be a Travel Plan such that all
developments which generate significant amounts of movement should be required to provide
a Travel Plan.

National Planning Practice Guidance
The Government has revised and updated much of the previous planning practice guidance
(PPGs) with the aim of making it more accessible and to support the new NPPF.
th

As of 6 March 2014, the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG)
launched the web-based National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) resource.
With particular relevance to this FTP, the guidance on “Travel plans, transport assessments
and statements in decision-taking” has been reviewed.
This draft guidance note sets out section dedicated to “why [are travel plans, transport
assessment and statements important”, citing the following points:
Encouraging sustainable travel;
Lessening traffic generation and its detrimental impacts;
Reducing carbon emissions and climate impacts;
Creating accessible, connected, inclusive communities;
Improving health outcomes and quality of life;
Improving road safety; and
Reducing the need for new development to increase existing road capacity or provide
new roads.
The draft note specifies that it is linked directly to Paragraphs 17 (bullet point 11), 39 and 40 of
the NPPF and explains that planning should actively manage patterns of growth in order to
make the fullest possible use of public transport, walking and cycling, and focus significant
development in locations which are, or can be made, sustainable.
Under the section “What key principles should be taken into account in preparing a Travel
Plan, Transport Assessment or Statement?” the note states that Travel Plans, Transport
Assessments and Statements should be:
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Proportionate to the size and scope of the proposed development to which they relate
and build on existing information wherever possible;
Established at the earliest practicable possible stage of a development proposal;
Tailored to particular local circumstances (other locally-determined factors and
information beyond those which are set out in this guidance may need to be considered
in these studies provided there is robust evidence for doing so locally); and
Brought forward through collaborative ongoing working between the local planning
authority/ Transport Authority, transport operators, Rail Network Operators, Highways
Agency where there may be implications for the strategic road network and other relevant
bodies. Engaging communities and local businesses in Travel Plans, Transport
Assessments and Statements can be beneficial in positively supporting higher levels of
walking and cycling (which in turn can encourage greater social inclusion, community
cohesion and healthier communities).
The drat note also sets out the ways in which these documents can be made to be as useful
and accessible as possible – by ensuring that any information or assumptions should be set
out clearly and be publicly accessible.
Under the section “When is a Travel Plan Required?” the note lists considerations that Local
Authorities should take when deciding whether a Travel Plan is required for a given site. The
following considerations are of relevance to the Airfield site:
The scale of the proposed development and its potential for additional trip generation;
Existing intensity of transport use and the availability of public transport;
Impact on other priorities/ strategies (such as promoting walking and cycling;
The cumulative impacts of multiple developments within a particular area;
Whether there are particular types of impacts around which to focus the Travel Plan (e.g.
minimising traffic generated at peak times); and
Relevant national policies, including the decision to abolish maximum parking standards
for both residential and non-residential development.
The guidance note also sets out how the need for a Travel Plan should be scoped, along with
a list of information that should be included in a Travel Plan. Where applicable, the Filton
Airfield FTP adheres to these criteria.

DfT Circular 02/13: The Strategic Road Network and the Delivery of
Sustainable Development’
This document sets out the way in which the Highways Agency will engage with communities
and the development industry to deliver sustainable development whilst safeguarding the
primary function and purpose of the strategic road network. With regards to Travel Plans, the
Circular states in Sections 4.4:
“Traffic impact of significant development should be managed by seeking to minimise trip
generation. The preparation and implementation of a robust travel plan that promotes use of
sustainable transport modes such as walking, cycling and public transport is an effective
means of achieving this.”
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The Circular also requires that a Travel Plan be incorporated within a Transport Assessment
which covers the assessment horizon of (normally) 10 years after the date of registration of a
planning permission.

Local Planning and Transport Policy
Cherwell District Council Local Plan (2006 – 2031)
The Heyford Park site sits within Cherwell District Council and as such is subject to planning
policy and guidelines set out in the Cherwell District Council Local Plan. The proposed new
Local Plan was submitted to the Secretary of State or Communities and Local Government for
st
formal Examination on 31 January 2014. The Local Plan, when adopted, will set out the long
term spatial vision for the District and contain policies to help deliver that vision.
Underpinning the Local Plan is a vision and a spatial strategy for Cherwell District. The spatial
strategy for how the District Council willl manage the growth of the district can be summarised
as:Focusing the bulk of the proposed growth in and around Bicester and Banbury;
Limiting growth in our rural areas and directing it towards larger and more sustainable
villages
Aiming to strictly control development in open countryside.
There are then fifteen strategic objectives and the policies which follow seek to meet these
objectives.
The Heyford Park site is allocated within the proposed Local Plan; Section A.11 (Spatial
Strategy for Cherwell District) states:
“Away from the two towns, the major single location for growth will be at the former RAF
Upper Heyford base which will deliver over 760 homes in accordance with its planning
permission.”
Policy PSD1 – “Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development” states that te Diostrict
Council will take a proactive approach to relect the presumption in favour of sustainable
developments contained within the NPPF. It also states that the Council will take into account
whether:
Any adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and demonstrably
outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the National Planning Policy
Framework taken as a whole; or
Specific policies in the Framework indicate that development should be restricted.
Policy Bicester 8 (page 124 of the proposed Local Plan) deals specifically with the permitted
uses on the Heyford Park site, specifying the need to protect the heritage, ecology and
biodiversity of the area.
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TRICS 7.1.1 120714 B16.46
Peter Brett Associates

(C) 2014 JMP Consultants Ltd on behalf of the TRICS Consortium

Queen Square

Bristol

Tuesday 29/07/14
Page 1
Licence No: 706710

TRIP RATE CALCULATION SELECTION PARAMETERS:
Land Use
Category

: 03 - RESIDENTIAL
: M - MIXED PRIVATE/NON-PRIVATE HOUSING

MULTI-MODAL VEHICLES
Selected regions and areas:
02
SOUTH EAST
ES
EAST SUSSEX
SC
SURREY
09
NORTH
CB
CUMBRIA

1 days
1 days
1 days

This section displays the number of survey days per TRICS® sub-region in the selected set

Filtering Stage 2 selection:
This data displays the chosen trip rate parameter and its selected range. Only sites that fall within the parameter range
are included in the trip rate calculation.
Parameter:
Actual Range:
Range Selected by User:

Number of dwellings
74 to 342 (units: )
14 to 1412 (units: )

Public Transport Provision:
Selection by:
Date Range:

Include all surveys

01/01/05 to 02/10/13

This data displays the range of survey dates selected. Only surveys that were conducted within this date range are
included in the trip rate calculation.
Selected survey days:
Monday
Wednesday

1 days
2 days

This data displays the number of selected surveys by day of the week.
Selected survey types:
Manual count
Directional ATC Count

3 days
0 days

This data displays the number of manual classified surveys and the number of unclassified ATC surveys, the total adding
up to the overall number of surveys in the selected set. Manual surveys are undertaken using staff, whilst ATC surveys are
undertaking using machines.
Selected Locations:
Edge of Town
Neighbourhood Centre (PPS6 Local Centre)

1
2

This data displays the number of surveys per main location category within the selected set. The main location categories
consist of Free Standing, Edge of Town, Suburban Area, Neighbourhood Centre, Edge of Town Centre, Town Centre and
Not Known.
Selected Location Sub Categories:
Village
No Sub Category

2
1

This data displays the number of surveys per location sub-category within the selected set. The location sub-categories
consist of Commercial Zone, Industrial Zone, Development Zone, Residential Zone, Retail Zone, Built-Up Zone, Village, Out
of Town, High Street and No Sub Category.
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Filtering Stage 3 selection:
Use Class:
C3

3 days

This data displays the number of surveys per Use Class classification within the selected set. The Use Classes Order 2005
has been used for this purpose, which can be found within the Library module of TRICS®.
Population within 1 mile:
1,000 or Less
1,001 to 5,000
5,001 to 10,000

1 days
1 days
1 days

This data displays the number of selected surveys within stated 1-mile radii of population.
Population within 5 miles:
25,001 to 50,000
125,001 to 250,000

2 days
1 days

This data displays the number of selected surveys within stated 5-mile radii of population.
Car ownership within 5 miles:
1.1 to 1.5
1.6 to 2.0

2 days
1 days

This data displays the number of selected surveys within stated ranges of average cars owned per residential dwelling,
within a radius of 5-miles of selected survey sites.

Travel Plan:
Yes
No

1 days
2 days

This data displays the number of surveys within the selected set that were undertaken at sites with Travel Plans in place,
and the number of surveys that were undertaken at sites without Travel Plans.
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LIST OF SITES relevant to selection parameters
1

2

3

CB-03-M-03
SEMI-DETACHED
MOORCLOSE ROAD
SALTERBECK
WORKINGTON
Edge of Town
No Sub Category
Total Number of dwellings:
Survey date: MONDAY
ES-03-M-01
HOUSES & FLATS
A26 CROWBOROUGH RD
FIVE ASH DOWN VILLAGE
NEAR UCKFIELD
Neighbourhood Centre (PPS6 Local Centre)
Village
Total Number of dwellings:
Survey date: WEDNESDAY
SC-03-M-02
HOUSES & FLATS
DEEPCUT BRIDGE ROAD
DEEPCUT
NEAR FRIMLEY
Neighbourhood Centre (PPS6 Local Centre)
Village
Total Number of dwellings:
Survey date: WEDNESDAY

CUMBRIA

82
20/06/05

74
20/06/12

342
10/02/10

Survey Type: MANUAL
EAST SUSSEX

Survey Type: MANUAL
SURREY

Survey Type: MANUAL

This section provides a list of all survey sites and days in the selected set. For each individual survey site, it displays a
unique site reference code and site address, the selected trip rate calculation parameter and its value, the day of the week
and date of each survey, and whether the survey was a manual classified count or an ATC count.
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TRIP RATE for Land Use 03 - RESIDENTIAL/M - MIXED PRIVATE/NON-PRIVATE HOUSING

MULTI-MODAL VEHICLES
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak (busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRIVALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Trip
Rate

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

0.072
0.131
0.139
0.116
0.098
0.145
0.157
0.167
0.251
0.287
0.373
0.345

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

2.281

Trip
Rate

0.245
0.422
0.203
0.131
0.167
0.171
0.139
0.191
0.203
0.197
0.191
0.169

2.429

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

Trip
Rate

0.317
0.553
0.342
0.247
0.265
0.316
0.296
0.358
0.454
0.484
0.564
0.514

4.710

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). It is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/TRP*FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

74 - 342 (units: )
01/01/05 - 02/10/13
3
0
0
1

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRICS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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TRIP RATE for Land Use 03 - RESIDENTIAL/M - MIXED PRIVATE/NON-PRIVATE HOUSING

MULTI-MODAL OGVS
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak (busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRIVALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Trip
Rate

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

0.000
0.000
0.006
0.000
0.006
0.000
0.006
0.002
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

0.022

Trip
Rate

0.000
0.002
0.002
0.004
0.004
0.000
0.004
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.000

0.022

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

Trip
Rate

0.000
0.002
0.008
0.004
0.010
0.000
0.010
0.006
0.000
0.002
0.002
0.000

0.044

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). It is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/TRP*FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

74 - 342 (units: )
01/01/05 - 02/10/13
3
0
0
1

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRICS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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Bristol

TRIP RATE for Land Use 03 - RESIDENTIAL/M - MIXED PRIVATE/NON-PRIVATE HOUSING

MULTI-MODAL PSVS
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak (busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRIVALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Trip
Rate

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

0.000

Trip
Rate

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

Trip
Rate

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). It is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/TRP*FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

74 - 342 (units: )
01/01/05 - 02/10/13
3
0
0
1

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRICS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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Bristol

TRIP RATE for Land Use 03 - RESIDENTIAL/M - MIXED PRIVATE/NON-PRIVATE HOUSING

MULTI-MODAL CYCLISTS
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak (busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRIVALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Trip
Rate

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

0.004
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.004
0.008
0.002
0.004
0.006
0.008
0.016
0.014

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

0.070

Trip
Rate

0.006
0.016
0.004
0.002
0.000
0.006
0.004
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.008
0.004

0.068

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

Trip
Rate

0.010
0.016
0.004
0.006
0.004
0.014
0.006
0.010
0.012
0.014
0.024
0.018

0.138

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). It is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/TRP*FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

74 - 342 (units: )
01/01/05 - 02/10/13
3
0
0
1

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRICS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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Bristol

TRIP RATE for Land Use 03 - RESIDENTIAL/M - MIXED PRIVATE/NON-PRIVATE HOUSING

MULTI-MODAL VEHICLE OCCUPANTS
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak (busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRIVALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Trip
Rate

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

0.074
0.151
0.181
0.139
0.133
0.191
0.177
0.221
0.452
0.384
0.472
0.408

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

2.983

Trip
Rate

0.299
0.645
0.265
0.173
0.219
0.199
0.173
0.239
0.273
0.253
0.231
0.219

3.188

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

Trip
Rate

0.373
0.796
0.446
0.312
0.352
0.390
0.350
0.460
0.725
0.637
0.703
0.627

6.171

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). It is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/TRP*FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

74 - 342 (units: )
01/01/05 - 02/10/13
3
0
0
1

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRICS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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TRIP RATE for Land Use 03 - RESIDENTIAL/M - MIXED PRIVATE/NON-PRIVATE HOUSING

MULTI-MODAL PEDESTRIANS
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak (busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRIVALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Trip
Rate

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

0.014
0.050
0.010
0.024
0.022
0.044
0.036
0.014
0.054
0.058
0.040
0.036

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

0.402

Trip
Rate

0.030
0.078
0.034
0.022
0.020
0.018
0.022
0.028
0.030
0.048
0.046
0.044

0.420

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

Trip
Rate

0.044
0.128
0.044
0.046
0.042
0.062
0.058
0.042
0.084
0.106
0.086
0.080

0.822

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). It is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/TRP*FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

74 - 342 (units: )
01/01/05 - 02/10/13
3
0
0
1

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRICS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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TRIP RATE for Land Use 03 - RESIDENTIAL/M - MIXED PRIVATE/NON-PRIVATE HOUSING

MULTI-MODAL PUBLIC TRANSPORT USERS
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak (busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRIVALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Trip
Rate

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

0.000
0.000
0.002
0.002
0.004
0.002
0.008
0.004
0.014
0.020
0.006
0.000

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

0.062

Trip
Rate

0.010
0.022
0.000
0.008
0.006
0.002
0.004
0.012
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.066

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

Trip
Rate

0.010
0.022
0.002
0.010
0.010
0.004
0.012
0.016
0.016
0.020
0.006
0.000

0.128

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). It is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/TRP*FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

74 - 342 (units: )
01/01/05 - 02/10/13
3
0
0
1

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRICS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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TRIP RATE for Land Use 03 - RESIDENTIAL/M - MIXED PRIVATE/NON-PRIVATE HOUSING

MULTI-MODAL TOTAL PEOPLE
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak (busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRIVALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Trip
Rate

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

0.092
0.201
0.193
0.169
0.163
0.245
0.223
0.243
0.526
0.470
0.534
0.458

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

3.517

Trip
Rate

0.345
0.761
0.303
0.205
0.245
0.225
0.203
0.285
0.311
0.307
0.285
0.267

3.742

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

Trip
Rate

0.437
0.962
0.496
0.374
0.408
0.470
0.426
0.528
0.837
0.777
0.819
0.725

7.259

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). It is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/TRP*FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

74 - 342 (units: )
01/01/05 - 02/10/13
3
0
0
1

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRICS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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Residential Modal Split Target Methodology
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Measures Action Plan Reference Number (see
Table 4.3, Section 4.2.1 of Residential Travel
Plan)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11,12

13,14,15,16,
17,18

19

21

22

19, 23

24

Mode which measure encourages

multiple
modes

multiple
modes

multiple
modes

Car Share

multiple
modes

multiple
modes

Cycle

Cycle

Cycle

Cycle

Cycle

Walk

multiple
modes

Reduction in
Need to
Travel

Reduction in
Need to Travel

Bus

multiple
modes

Baseline modal split.

Car Single
Occ
Car share
Walk
Cycle
Public
Transport
Other
Reducing the
need to
travel
TOTAL

PM 2-Way
Person trips

51.89%

648

33.94%
10.50%
2.93%

424
131
37

0.73%

9

0.24%

3

Revised
Change in
person trips person trips

Modal shift

5
1

5
1

5
3
1

6

4
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

4
1

1

4
3
1

2
100%

1252

6

6

12

2

6

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

8

Step 1 - Identify measures for the site likely to result in a modal shift to more sustainable modes - see Table 4.3 In Residential Travel Plan for Action Plan and full list of measures
Step 2 - Indicate which mode the measure encourages (pull down menus)
Step 3 - Obtain baseline modal split and input in column B - Baseline modal split is based on Census Journey to Work by Mode data
Step 4 - Insert actual person trips for the site into cell C15 - from Table 2.6 in the Residential Travel Plan
Step 5 - Make estimates on how many people OVER THE BASELINE would change mode due to the measure
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